
Special Applications

Custom solutions designed specifically for your application.
Fiberglass Handler

Clamps with specially designed arms for
handling bagged insulation.

Train Wheel Drive Handler

Efficient design for handling train wheel
drive assemblies.

Concrete Handler

Whether you’re handling concrete pipes,
tiles, pavers, blocks, or pre-stressed
concrete beams, we have the solution.

Bread Tray Handler

Used in large bakeries and grocery
distributors to easily handle stacks of
bread trays.

Car Handler

Specially designed Fork Clamp with long
forks and adjustable, locking wheel
supports. Used to load cars into racking
systems.
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Bagged Seed Handler

Used to load trailers or containers with
loads of bagged seed.

Cylinder Handler

Unique and economical design grabs
cylinder from ends for easy transport, also
available with rotator.

Mandrel Clamp

Designed to handle steel rolls into and out
of racking or printing presses, also used for
any application requiring a round object to
be cradled.

Rotating Anode Handler

Handles a variety of shapes and sizes.
Features include clamp arm frame to
grab anode post.



Bale Clamp for Tires

Designed for the construction and earth moving
industries or any application requiring the need to
handle ovesizes tires. 

Upending Tipping Clamp
90°

Features 90° forward tipping for paper
rolls, drums, bales and concrete
applications.

Vertical Fork Positioner

Forks can be hydraulically adjusted
vertically and horizontally to accomodate
uneven loads such as truch frames.

Push Loader

Economical and low profile pusher for
various appications requiring loads to be
pushed from one platform to another.

Fixed Fork Spreader with Hold Down

Used for handling wide loads such as trusses,
rebar and pipe. Has two additional forks and
a hold down to provide stability for the load.

Bale Separator Clamp

Two Bale Clamps mounted on a main rotating
frame. Used to separate bales of frozen product. 

Bale Clamp with Folding Arms

Special design that allows the arms to be
folded inwards. Used in areas where space is
limited. 

Hydraulic Bucket
360°

Buckets available with grapple-style hold
down arms as well as 360° rotation.

Overhead Grab

Designed to grab various products such as
rubber, scrap paper and recycling goods
from overhead.

Rotator Boom

Rotator with boom and hydraulic push plate.
Designed for loading furnaces.

Snow Plow

ITA

Designed to utilize forklift truck for snow
clearing. Spring-loaded design. Offered
as ITA hook-on or slip-on fork mount.

Pipe Hold Down

Used to secure and stabilize wide loads such
as pipes or poles. Available in various
configurations and to fit wide range of truck capacities.

Bin Dumper

360°
For scrap, produce or practically any
application. Featuring hydraulic hold downs,
fixed side forks and 360° rotation.

Rotating Hydraulic Bin Hold Down

Used to efficiently secure bins for rotating
and dumping.

Stationary Mast Stand

Available with various attachments mounted
such as Fork Clamps, Carton Clamps and
Rotators.

Slope Piler

10°
Designed to position loads on uneven
ground. Provides up to 10° of tilt up or
down.

Our Team of Engineers Design Solutions That Work.  

No matter what industry or application, Cascade is always working on innovative
solutions. If you can think it up, chances are our team of engineers can design it for
you. If you don’t see what you’re looking for here, or you have a specific material
handling challenge, call us. This is just a small sampling of our special application
products.

Whatever the application, we can handle it.


